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The dispute centers on whether the region that includes modern-day India, Pakistan and
Nepal should be referred to as India or as South Asia, to represent the plurality of cultures there —
particularly because India was not a nation-state until 1947. It also touches on how the culture of the region is
portrayed, including women’s role in society and the vestiges of the caste system.
It might seem somewhat arcane. But it has prompted petition drives, as well as a #DontEraseIndia
social media campaign and a battle of opinion pieces.

On one side are advocates from the Hindu American Foundation, which seeks to shape the image of Hinduism
in the United States. Backed by some scholars, they want the entire area under dispute to be referred to as
India, reflecting what they say is the most important influence in the area.
They also want the caste system to be explained as a phenomenon of the region, not as a Hindu
practice — an idea that is not universally accepted in India.
But scholars like Thomas Hansen, a professor of anthropology and South Asian studies at Stanford
University, say this position glosses over an uncomfortable topic.
Mr. Hansen has butted heads with the Hindu American Foundation for more than a decade over
how Indian history is taught in California.
“The issue is when you can use the term Indian and when you can use Hinduism,” he said, as opposed to South
Asia. “This group has a lot of interest in calling everything Hindu and Indian so that it can equate
modern-day India with historic roots. But it’s absurd. It would be like calling Ancient Rome Italy.”

DEAR CALIFORNIA BOARD OF EDUCATION,
You seem to have been taken for a ride! You cannot seriously expect
California’s educational system to be respected anywhere in the world if
you go ahead with your recent decision to delete all references to “India”
in middle school history lessons and replace this word with the geopolitically motivated Cold War era relic of a phrase “South Asia."
Would you presume to deny the reality of India’s existence and history, and
its deep significance to Indian American students in California, simply
because a few misinformed professors of “South Asia Studies” wrote
you a letter recommending you re-educate California’s children in this
bizarre manner?

What Is the Derivation of the World “India”?
The Area Now Known as Pakistan?
The name India is derived from Indus, which originates from the Old Persian word Sindhi. The latter term stems
from the Sanskrit word Sindhu, which was the historical local appellation for the Indus River. The ancient Greeks
referred to the Indians as Indoi (Ινδοί), which translates as "The people of the Indus".The geographical term
Bharat which is recognised by the Constitution of India as an official name for the country. is used by
many Indian languages in its variations. It is a modernisation of the historical name Bharatavarsha, which gained
increasing currency from the mid-19th century onwards as a native name of India

Before 1947, South Asia was Called
“India” or “The Indian Sub-Continent”
Modern
South Asia

“India: At End of British
Period 1947”

1947: Partition
of India:
Pakistan (&
What Is Now
Bangladesh)
No Longer
Part of India

Previously, Mainland Southeast Asia= Farther India

1873

Indian Archipelago & Further India
“Indonesia” = “Islands of India”
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Remapping the World for the PostWar Colonial Era, and the Rise of
“Area Studies”

Post WWII
Academia:
From Continents
to World Regions

Post World War II:
From “India” to “South Asia”

A Modest Proposal:
For the Post-WWII Era, “South Asia” Must Be
Used for the Broader Region, as “India” in This
Context Refers Only to the Country that Calls
Itself Bhārat

For the Pre-World WarII Era, “India” and
“South Asia” Should Both Be Used, and
Treated As Synonyms

Teaching Hinduism and Caste:
Academic
Controversies Abound
The Hindus: An Alternative History is a book by
American Indologist, Wendy Doniger which the author
describes as an “alternative to the narrative of Hindu
history that they tell.” The book was initially published
by Viking Penguin in 2009 and later in India by
Penguin's Indian subsidiary, Penguin India.
The book was critizised in India, and in February 2014 it
was the subject of litigation in India for "deliberate
and malicious acts intended to outrage the feelings
of any religious community." As a result of the lawsuit,
the book was withdrawn from the Indian market by
its Indian publisher, prompting widespread
concerns about the state of free speech in India.
The book, published in 2009 by Viking/Penguin, was explicitly intended as an alternative history
of Hinduism, the mainstream history being (in the author's view) written from a male
Brahminical and Orientalist perspectives. Doniger instead portrays the history of Hinduism
from the point of view of women, dogs, horses and outcastes in a "playful, iconoclastic,
and inherently controversial" style

Hindutva
From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia
Hindutva, or "Hinduness", a term coined by
Vinayak Damodar Savarkar in 1923, is the
predominant form of Hindu nationalism in
India. The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
adopted it as its official ideology in 1989. It
is championed by the Hindu nationalist
volunteer organisation Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and its affiliate
organisations.
Many Indian social scientists have
described the Hindutva movement as
fascist, adhering to the concept of
homogenised majority and cultural
hegemony. The Hindutva movement
disputes such descriptions.
Hindutva is an ideology seeking to establish the hegemony of Hindus and the Hindu
way of life According to the Encyclopædia Britannica, "Hindutva ('Hindu-ness'), [is] an
ideology that sought to define Indian culture in terms of Hindu values".
In a 1995 judgment, the Supreme Court of India ruled that "Ordinarily, Hindutva is
understood as a way of life or a state of mind and is not to be equated with or
understood as religious Hindu fundamentalism

Is Caste Associated With Hinduism?
yes..
Is Caste Limited to Hinduism?
no...
Example: Historical
Caste in Kerala

Kerala

The Caste system among Indian Christians often reflect stratification by sect, location, and the castes of their predecessors.
The caste system today is beyond Hinduism (Hindu society) and it exists in all religions in India. Social practices among certain
Indian Christians parallel much of the discrimination faced by lower castes in other religious communities, as well as having
features unique to this community
Among Christians, the established Syrian Christians also practised the rules of untouchability. In the colonial period, many
lower castes were converted to Christians by the European Missionaries, but the new converts were not allowed to join the
Syrian Christian community and they continued to be considered as untouchables even by the Syrian Christians.
Syrian Christians derive status within the caste system from the tradition that they were elites, who were evangelised
by Thomas the Apostle. Anand Amaladass says that "The Syrian Christians had inserted themselves within the Indian caste
society for centuries and were regarded by the Hindus as a caste occupying a high place within their caste hierarchy."

Marth Mariam Syro-Malabar Catholic Church at
Arakuzha, Kerala

Historical Extremes of Caste In Kerala

Untouchability in Kerala is not restricted to Hindus, and George Mathew
says that, "Technically, the Christians were outside [the] caste hierarchy, but
in practice a system of inclusion and exclusion was developed ...".[
The rules of untouchability were severe to begin with, and they were very
strictly enforced by the time of the arrival of the Dutch East India Company
in the seventeenth century. Robin Jeffrey, who is a professor specialising in
the modern history and politics of India, quotes the wife of a Christian
missionary, who wrote in 1860 that
... a Nair can approach but not touch a Namboodiri Brahmin: a Chovan
[Ezhava] must remain thirty-six paces off, and a Pulayan slave ninetysix steps distant. A Chovan must remain twelve steps away from a
Nair, and a Pulayan sixty-six steps off, and a Parayan some distance
farther still. A Syrian Christian may touch a Nair (though this is not
allowed in some parts of the country) but the latter may not eat with
each other. Pulayans and Parayars, who are the lowest of all, can
approach but not touch, much less may they eat with each other.

Jews of Kerala:
“Caste” divided?
Paradesi Jews, who were integrated in the Cochin
Jewish population, were originally Sephardic
immigrants from Sepharad (Spain and Portugal) during
the 15th and 16th centuries who fled conversion or
persecution in the wake of the Alhambra Decree
expelling Jews from Spain. They are sometimes
referred to as White Jews, although that usage is
generally considered pejorative or discriminatory
and refers to relatively recent Jewish immigrants (end
of the 15th century onward), predominantly Sephardim
and Mizrahim.
The Paradesi were endogamous during their
settlement in Kerala.
As early as the 12th century, mention is made of the
Black Jews in southern India. The Jewish traveler,
Benjamin of Tudela, speaking of Kollam (Quilon) on the
Malabar Coast, writes in his Itinerary: "...throughout the
island, including all the towns thereof, live several
thousand Israelites. The inhabitants are all black, and the
Jews also. The latter are good and benevolent. They
know the law of Moses and the prophets, and to a small
extent the Talmud and Halacha." These people later
became known as the Malabari Jews. They built
synagogues in Kerala beginning in the 12th and 13th
centuries.They are known to have developed JudeoMalayalam, a dialect of Malayalam language
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Kerala’s
Transformation:
India’s Highest
Levels of Social
Development

Yet something deeper is also at work in Kerala. Varshney and his research teams found that nowhere
were the degrading barriers of caste more rigidly enforced than in South India, especially in Kerala,
where nearly 70 percent of the Hindu population was once deemed not just untouchable
but “unseeable,” since it was once a crime for a lower caste peasant to come within a
carefully defined distance of upper-caste Brahmin eyes.

Remarkably, however, these venerable traditions collapsed in a few decades. “From being the
most hierarchical society in India a century ago,” Varshney writes, “Kerala today is the most egalitarian
in the country. The traditional rules of pollution and deference have disappeared, access to
education and temples is now unrestricted, the state will soon be 100 percent literate, and
feudal landlordism has been abolished. All this has been achieved in a democratic
framework.”

Among Kerala’s achievements, none ranks higher than the nonviolent abolition or mitigation of these
long-existent codes, a reform owed to sustained campaigning by caste associations, political parties,
trade unions, intellectuals, and religious leaders. Two individual reformers stand out: Sri Narayana
Guru, a devout Hindu and champion of the Ezhavas, his own caste; and EMS Namboodiripad, a Brahmin
by birth, Marxist revolutionary by conviction, and shrewd pragmatist in practice.

But,
Kerala Not
Free of
Caste
Violence...

"Dalit women face multiple levels of discrimination from the community and often from the police.
The Kerala government must hold the police accountable for any inaction on their part," said
Rekha.

She said that police inaction in cases involving violence against dalit women is unfortunately disturbingly common. "Even in this
case, the police failed to act on earlier complaints from the family", said Rekha.

But Yet
Again,
Now
Major
Protests
Over
Such
Matters

Caste In Islam in South Asia?

Common
Interpretation

Some Muslim scholars
have termed the caste-like
features as a "flagrant
violation of the Qur'anic
worldview." Other scholars
tried to reconcile and resolve
the "disjunction between
Qur'anic egalitarianism and
Indian Muslim social
practice" through theorizing
it in different ways and
interpreting the Qur'an and
Sharia to justify casteism

Muslim Castes in
What Is Now Pakistan

1961

Many Caste Groups Transcend Hindu/
Muslim Distinction
The Mallah (or Nishad) are the traditional boatmen caste and ethnic group of North India, East India and
Pakistan. A small number of Mallah are also found in Nepal.
Those of India are largely Hindu, with a small Muslim minority, while those of Pakistan are Muslim.
Legendary personalities are from this caste . The Great Phoolan Devi, (Bandit Queen) the politician (MP) belonged
to the Mallah community

Phoolan Devi (10 August 1963 –
25 July 2001), popularly known as
"Bandit Queen", was an Indian
bandit and later a Member of
Parliament. Born to a low caste
family in rural Uttar Pradesh,
Phoolan grew up in poverty, was
subjected to child abuse by her
older husband, and upon
becoming a social pariah, took to a
life of crime.

Caste in Sikhism?

The issue of caste in Sikhism is quite complex, always inviting a diversity of impassioned opinions. One thing we can be certain
about is that Guru Gobind Singh had abolished all caste inequality with the inception of Khalsa on 13 April, 1699 and with the
institution of Khanday-Ki-Pahul or the Baptism of Sword. Faithful Sikhs do not practice caste discrimination but this is not
to say that all Sikhs necessarily act in accordance to their faith. Consequently, the caste does exist in Sikhism ,
though in a diluted form than found in the rest of Indian society. But at the outset one thing can be confidently stated which is that
there is no clearly defined caste hierarchy in Sikh society, leave alone a vertically ordered one

Caste Attitude Survey

But What About
Buddhism?

The Buddha condemned the caste system, which he considered unjust. He pointed out that there existed wicked and
cruel people as well as virtuous and kind people in every caste. Any person who had committed a crime would be punished
accordingly by his karma no matter what caste he belonged to. He said a person may be considered to have come from a high
or low caste according to his good and bad deeds. Therefore, according to the Buddha it is the good and bad actions of a
person and not his birth that should determine his caste.

Despite this, various forms of the caste system are practised in several Buddhist countries, mainly in
Sri Lanka, Tibet, and Japan where butchers, leather and metal workers and janitors are sometimes
regarded as being impure. However, the system in these countries has never been either as severe or as
rigid as the Hindu system and fortunately it is now beginning to fade away. The exception to this is Nepal
where Tantric priests form a separate caste and will neither initiate into their priesthood or allow into their
temples those of other castes.

Not Much
Buddhism
India

Neo-Buddhists
of Maharashtra

Ladakh: Tibetan Culture; Tibetan Buddhism

6.0%?

Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar 14 April 1891 – 6
December 1956), was an Indian jurist, economist, politician
and social reformer who inspired the Dalit Buddhist
movement and campaigned against social discrimination
against Untouchables (Dalits), while also supporting the
rights of women and labour. He was Independent India's first
law minister and the principal architect of the Constitution of
India
At the Yeola conference in 1935, prominent Indian leader and first
law minister B. R. Ambedkar declared that he would not die a
Hindu, saying that it perpetuates caste injustices.

Ambedkar's Buddhism seemingly differs from that of those who
accepted by faith, who 'go for refuge' and accept the canon. This
much is clear from its basis: it does not accept in totality the
scriptures of the Theravada, the Mahayana, or the Vajrayana. The
question that is then clearly put forth: is a fourth yana, a Navayana,
a kind of modernistic Enlightenment version of the Dhamma
really possible within the framework of Buddhism?

But, NeoBuddhism a
Caste-Based
Phenomenon

The Mahar is an Indian community found largely in the state of Maharashtra, where they comprise 10% of the population, and
neighboring areas. Most of the Mahar community followed social reformer B. R. Ambedkar in converting to Buddhism in
the middle of the 20th century.The community is included in the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes category by the
Indian government.
The Mahars have often been considered as the original inhabitants of what is now the Indian state of Maharashtra and,
according to Shridhar Venkatesh Ketkar, a historian of the region, the state's name derives from theirs (Maharance raṣṭra
means land of the Mahars)

Mahars were considered an Untouchable caste by the Hindu community but under British rule they became
aware of scope for social and political advancement. Their traditional role had been low-status but important in
the village system. Traditionally, they lived on the outskirts of villages. Their duties included those of village
watchman, messenger, wall mender, adjudicator of boundary disputes, street sweeper, and remover and
processor of carcasses.

What Is Caste?
Most Common Image:
Caste= 4 (+1) Varna
Categories
Accurate to some extent
but highly misleading

Dalits

First, Not
All
Brahmins
Are Elite!

Tandon, Punjabi
Century

Being A Cook Is Not an Elite
Occupation

Why Are Brahmin
Cooks Desired?

More Important: “Caste,” A
Portuguese Word, Conflates Two
Indigenous Concepts ...

“Social Pollution”

“are” or
“were”?

Jāti “literally "birth") is a group of clans, tribes, communities and sub-communities, and religions in India. Each jāti typically has
an association with a traditional job function or tribe. Religious beliefs (e.g. Sri Vaishnavism or Veera Shaivism) or linguistic
groupings may define some jatis. A person's surname typically reflects a community (jati) association: thus Gandhi =
perfume seller, Dhobi = washerman, Srivastava = military scribe, etc. In any given location in India 500 or more jatis may coexist, although the exact composition will differ from district to district.

Professor Madhav Gadgil (1983) has described Jatis as self-governing, closed communities

Under the Jati system, a person is born into a Jati with ascribed social roles and endogamy, i.e. marriages take place only within that
Jati. The Jati provides identity, security and status and has historically been open to change based on economic, social and political
influences.

Also, North/South Divide
Varna in South India
Even after the introduction of the varna concept to south India, caste boundaries in south India
were not as marked as in north India, where the four-tier varna system placed the priestly
Brahmins on top followed by the Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, and Shudras. In south India, on the other
hand, there existed only three distinguishable classes, the Brahmins, the non-Brahmins and
the Dalits. The two intermediate dvija varnas — the Kshatriyas and Vaishyas — did not exist.
The dominant castes of south India such as Reddys and Nairs held a status in society analogous to the
Kshatriyas and Vaishyas of the north with the difference that religion did not sanctify them i.e. they were
not accorded the status of Kshatriyas and Vaishyas by the Brahmins in the Brahmanical varna system.
Historically, land-owning castes like the Reddys have belonged to the regal ruling classes and are analogous to
the Kshatriyas of the Brahmanical society

Nair Warriors, Kerala

Is the Position of Each Jati Fixed in the
Varna Hierarchy?
Not Exactly....

Sanskritization
Sanskritisation is a particular form of social change found in India. It denotes the process by which castes placed lower in the
caste hierarchy seek upward mobility by emulating the rituals and practices of the upper or dominant castes. It is a process
similar to passing in sociological terms. This term was made popular by Indian sociologist M. N. Srinivas in the 1950s
although earlier references to this process can be found in Castes in India: Their Mechanism, Genesis and Development by Dr.
B. R. Ambedkar.
M.N. Srinivas defined sanskritisation as a process by which "a low or middle Hindu caste, or tribal or other group, changes its
customs, ritual ideology, and way of life in the direction of a high and frequently twice-born caste. Generally such changes are
followed by a claim to a higher position in the caste hierarchy than that traditionally conceded to the claimant class by the local
community ... ."
One clear example of sanskritisation is the adoption, in emulation of the practice of twice-born castes, of vegetarianism by people
belonging to the so-called "low castes" who are traditionally not averse to non-vegetarian food.
M.N. Srinivas writes in the book:
"The caste system is far from a rigid system in which
the position of each component caste is fixed for all time.
Movement has always been possible, and especially in
the middle regions of the hierarchy. A caste was able, in a
generation or two, to rise to a higher position in the
hierarchy by adopting vegetarianism and teetotalism,
and by Sanskritising its ritual and pantheon. In short,
it took over, as far as possible, the customs, rites,
and beliefs of the Brahmins, and adoption of the
Brahminic way of life by a low caste seems to have
been frequent, though theoretically forbidden. This
process has been called 'Sanskritisation' in this book, in
preference to 'Brahminisation', as certain Vedic rites are
confined to the Brahmins and the two other 'twice-born'
castes."

A Sudra Jati might become
Kshatriya, but Not Brahmin

Modern Politicized Caste Categories in India
Forward caste denote groups of people who do not qualify for any of the positive
discrimination schemes operated by the government of India. Forward castes are
about 10 to 18 percent of total Indian Population
Other Backward Class (OBC) is a collective term used by the Government of India to
classify castes which are socially and educationally disadvantaged. It is one of several
official classifications of the population of India, along with Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes (SCs and STs). The OBCs were found to comprise 52% of the country's
population

The Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs) are official designations given to
various groups of historically disadvantaged indigenous people in India. The terms are
recognised in the Constitution of India and the various groups are designated in one or other of
the categories. They comprise about 16.6 percent and 8.6 percent, respectively, of India's
population

Reservation in India is the process of facilitating a person in education,
scholarship, government jobs, and in promotion who has category certificates.
Reservation is a form of quota-based affirmative action. Reservation is governed by
constitutional laws, statutory laws, and local rules and regulations. Scheduled Castes
(SC), Scheduled Tribes (ST) and Other Backward Classes (OBC), and in some states
Backward Classes among Muslims under a category called BC(M), are the primary
beneficiaries of the reservation policies under the Constitution – with the object of
ensuring a level playing field.

Reservations Throughout India

Today, out of 543 seats in India's parliament, 84 (15.47%) are reserved for SC/Dalits and 47 (8.66%) for
ST/Tribes. Allocation of seats for Scheduled Castes and Tribes in the Lok Sabha are made on the basis of
proportion of Scheduled Castes and Tribes in the State concerned to that of the total population, vide
provision contained in Article 330 of the Constitution of India read with Section 3 of the R. P. Act, 1950

Maharastra

Reservation Differs
in Different States

Andhra Pradesh
Reservations in Andhra Pradesh

A large section of these
nomadic tribes are known as
vimukta jatis or 'ex-criminal
castes' because they were
classed as such under the
Criminal Tribes Act 1871,
enacted under British rule in
India.

Andhra Pradesh is the state having one of
the highest percentage of reservations in
India in any form. 66.66% reservations are
applicable in the state.
The reservation schedule in Andhra
Pradesh is as follows• Schedule Classes (A, B, C, D) – 15%
• Schedule Tribes – 6%
• Backward Classes (A, B, C, D) – 25%
• Physically Handicapped (Blind, Deaf
& Dumb and OPH) – 3%(1+1+1)
• Ex-Service Men (APMS only) –
1%(0.5% in general)
• Women- 33.33% (in all categories,
means 16.66% in general category)

Reservations In the State of Tamil Nadu

Yet close to half of Brahmin households earn less than $100 a month, according to the Center for a Study of
Developing Societies, a New Delhi think tank. For these Brahmins, the array of state-mandated preferences for
other groups present a high hurdle.
The reverse discrimination is rooted in Indian history and politics. For decades, Brahmins were resented for their
dominance of the government, economy and culture. Indeed, political parties in Tamil Nadu sprang from antiBrahmin feelings. "If you see a Brahmin and a snake, kill the Brahmin first" was an old slogan.
The ugliest Brahmin bashing in India ended years ago, but Mr. Parameswaran says that in college in the
late 1990s, he still faced ridicule as a Brahmin. He says one student tried to break his sacred thread, a simple
circle of twine Brahmins wear under their clothes.
After college, he had an internship in a state-owned chemical company, but says he was told he wouldn't be hired,
as there were openings only for lower-caste applicants. He says he took exams to join national railways, state
banks and other government agencies, such as the immigration department, but found most posts closed to all
Brahmins except the most brilliant.

Tamil Brahmins
(Tam Brams)
Reputation for
Intellectual
Excellence
The Goal

Many in Silicon
Valley

Many Exceptions for Reservations, such as

And Some Institutions Are Exempt

In 2005, when the HRD
Minister under UPA1,
Arjun Singh piloted a bill
to broaden reservations
from just public jobs to
higher educational
institutions, the ambit
was increased to extend
it to admissions in
private educational
institutions as well, say
activists. The new Clause
5 in Article 15 allows for
reservations to be valid for
unaided educational
institutions but it has not
been made into a law
which can be implemented
in nearly 11 years.

The 2006 Indian antireservation protests
were a series of
protests that took place
in India in 2006 in
opposition to the
decision of the Union
Government of India,
led by the Indian
National Congressheaded multiparty
coalition United
Progressive Alliance, to
implement
reservations for the
Other Backward
Classes (OBCs) in
central and private
institutes of higher
education. These
protests were one of
the two major protests
against the Indian
reservation system,

Anti-Reservation Protests

2015-2016: Medium-High Caste Groups
Demanding To Be Re-Classified to Gain
Access to Reservations

The Jat Reservation Agitation was a series of protests in February 2016 by Jat people of North India, especially
those in the state of Haryana, which "paralysed the State for 10 days." The protesters sought inclusion of their
caste in the Other Backward Class (OBC) category, which would make them eligible for affirmative action
benefits
By 22 February, the protests were estimated to have caused a loss of ₹340 billion (US$5.1 billion) in
northern India
The BJP government announced formation of a committee chaired by M. Venkaiah Naidu to look into the Jats'
demands for reservation

India Today

Five Haryana towns are under curfew as violent protests by Jats, who are demanding reservation in government jobs and
education, engulfed new areas across the state. At least 7 people were killed in police firing in Jhajjar town after security forces
opened fire at rampaging protesters today evening.
Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar appealed for calm and assured the Jat community that he will look for solution
within constitutional framework.

• Delhi is reeling under a severe water crisis on account of the ongoing Jat agitation in Haryana: Delhi Jal
Board
• 10 companies of para-military forces have reached and 23 more companies are on their way to Haryana: YP
Singhal, Haryana DGP
• BJP to issue showcause notice to party MP Raj Kumar Saini for his comments opposing Jat reservation.
• Carmaker Maruti Suzuki has suspended work at its Manesar, Gurgaon unit due to protests.
• The Jat quota protest has reached Delhi. Protesters have blocked Peeragarhi Chowk and Dhansa Stand Chowk.
Delhi Traffic Police has advised commuters to avoid the stretch.

In 2012, the Hindustan Times reported that the Jat people in
India were estimated to number around 82.5 million (8.25
crore).

The Jat people are a traditionally agricultural community in
Northern India and Pakistan. Originally pastoralists in the lower
Indus river-valley of Sindh Jats migrated north into the Punjab
region, Delhi, Rajputana, and the western Gangetic Plain in late
medieval times.Primarily of Hindu, Muslim and Sikh faiths, they
now live mostly in the Indian states of Haryana, Punjab, Delhi,
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh and the Pakistani provinces of
Punjab and Sindh.
The Jat community saw radical social changes in the 17th
century, the Hindu Jats took up arms against the Mughal
Empire during the late 17th and early 18th century. The Hindu
Jat kingdom reached its zenith under Maharaja Suraj Mal of
Bharatpur (1707–1763). The Jat community of the Punjab region
played an important role in the development of the martial
Khalsa Panth of Sikhism; they are more commonly known as the
Jat Sikhs

They also continue to be the
property holders in the village
economy, owning at least 75 per
cent of land. In central Haryana,
which includes districts such as
Rohtak and Jhajjar, the epicentre
of the agitation, this figure is
even higher. But land holdings in
these parts are small, usually
restricted to less than 5 acres per
family. -

That’s another grouse — that
“they” (read: the Dalits and
other communities) get the
jobs while “we Jats pay the
price” for “securing the
nation” (a reference to the
high number of Jat recruits in
the Army) and “feeding the
country”. -

Jat Activist: “We are at a crossroads,” says Arjun’s tau (uncle) Sukhbir Singh. “Land holdings are reducing by
the day. Farming is no longer profitable. And our children have no jobs. What’s wrong if we agitate for
quota? People are calling us upadravi (trouble makers). But we are only fighting to uplift a community that’s been
left behind. And quota is the only way.”

Jat Protests &
India’s
Agrarian Crisis
Agricultural growth is limping along at about two per cent - some experts predict it might actually slip further this year
- while the rest of the economy is growing at more than seven per cent. This disparity in prospects does not bode well
when agriculture still employs more than half the population. As a recent series of reports in this newspaper showed, the crisis
now extends from supposedly rich agrarian states like Punjab - where the whitefly, abetted by an unusually extended hot
weather period, has wreaked havoc on cotton farmers - to rubber farmers in Kerala, who have been clobbered by a collapse in
prices.

The report says that benefits of government schemes and policies are being mostly given to big farmers having
landholding of 10 acres (4.05 hectare) and above. Only 10 per cent of poor and small farmers with average land holding of
1-4 acres (0.4 to 1.6 ha) have benefited from government schemes and subsidies. The farmers blamed the state and Central
governments for their present condition as 74 per cent of those interviewed alleged they do not get any farming-related
information from officials of the agriculture department.

Epidemic of Farmer
Suicides in India?
In 2014, the National Crime Records
Bureau of India reported 5,650 farmer
suicides. The highest number of farmer
suicides were recorded in 2004 when
18,241 farmers committed suicide. The
farmers suicide rate in India has ranged
between 1.4 to 1.8 per 100,000 total
population, over a 10-year period through
2005.

Jats Not the
Only Group
Demanding
Reservations

Curfew was imposed in Mehsana town of Gujarat and mobile Internet services suspended in
Ahmedabad, Mehsana, Surat and Rajkot, after a call to court arrest given by Patidar leaders
turned violent.
The Jail Bharo Andolan call was given by the Sardar Patel Group (SPG) led by Lalji Patel,
seeking reservation for the community and immediate release of their jailed leaders,
including Hardik Patel.

The parcels of land held under the village tenureship
system are known as patis and a patidar is the holder
of one of those allotments. As time passed, during the
nineteenth century, the Kanbis generally adopted the
Patidar term to describe themselves and thus
emphasise the high status associated by their
ownership. The community also adopted the
surname of Patel, which was traditionally applied
to village headmen.
Aside from issues of nomenclature, the community also
began to redefine itself in the context of the Hindu
religion. As well as aspiring to kshatriya status, they
adopted ritually pure practises such as
vegetarianism, worship of Krishna rather than
mother goddesses, and the giving of dowries rather
than use of the then-prevalent bride price system.
Patel is a surname representing a caste of village leaders. The 'Patel' of a
village in the mid-1500-1900 state of Gujarat, would be a member of the village
committee who would help represent the whole village's views to the local council
and take the lead in resolving problems and implementing ideas. They would do
this by working closely alongside the village pandit and other members of the
'Brahmin' Community[1] mainly found in Gujarat, India

Patels dominate the pharmaceutical, chemical, medical, plastic,
building construction, ceramic and diamond industries in Gujarat

India Times

They have called the quota announcement a mere "lollipop to the Patels".
"Beginning tomorrow, Gujarat's Foundation Day, we are launching Swarnim Lollipop Mahotsav (golden
lollipop festival), across the length and breadth of Gujarat. We will distribute lollipops among children
in all the villages and towns to mark our protest," Dharmik Malaviya, Surat co-convenor of PAAS,
said on Saturday.

Age 22

Hardik Patel is an Indian political activist campaigning for the inclusion of the Patidar caste in the
Other Backward Class (OBC) category in order to qualify for reserved quotas in education and
government jobs. Hardik claims inspiration from Indian independence activists like Mahatma
Gandhi, Sardar Patel, and Chandra Shekhar Azad.

Interaction with its 50,000 strong membership revealed that Patidar youth faced challenges while
securing private sector jobs because of a slow economy while they were shut out of
government jobs because of reservation quotas and the expectation of bribes.He found that
some Patidar farmers saw their agriculture land acquired for urbanisation and
industrialisation, while Patidar businessmen faced failure of their traditional businesses due
to competition from online retailers. He discovered that the diamond industry, a traditional source
of wealth and employment for the Patidars, was in limbo. More than 20,000 small firms had shut
down and thousands of unemployed Patel diamond cutters and polishers had returned to their
villages.

A worldwide glut of
polished diamonds
and falling prices
have hit the Surat
business hard. The
polishers buy on
credit, so even when
demand is low they
must sell, however
sharp the loss.
Exports in September
were down by 28%
year-on-year, driven
partly by slowing
Chinese demand for
luxury goods.

Statistics On the Changing
Role
of Caste in India Today

SC=Scheduled Caste=Dalit=“Untouchable”

2014

Urban/Rural Difference

No Date
Found

Caste and Marriage: Matrimonial
Advertisements

Caste as a form of hierarchical
bias is still a factor in Indian
marriage alliances. But it also
seems to have found a newer
form and vocabulary.

Padma Iyer, mother of Mumbaibased gay rights activist Harrish
Iyer, was in the eye of a storm
recently for placing a
matrimonial advertisement that
read: “Seeking 25-40, well placed,
animal loving, vegetarian groom
for my son 36, 5’ 11’ who works
with an NGO caste no bar (though
Iyer preferred)”. People were not
angry that Ms. Iyer had
transgressed the norms of
heterosexuality, but that she had
shown preference for a particular
caste for her son. Ms. Iyer was
quick to clarify that the
preference mentioned was in
“jest”, to sound “typical” and to
satisfy Mr. Iyer’s grandmother.
But her clarification failed to cool
tempers down, with most people
branding her “casteist”.

Iyer=Tamil Brahmin Caste

Historical Evolution of the Caste
System:
A Highly Contested Matter

19th Century European Explanation:
Aryan Invasion, Race-Based Hierarchy Established
(Varna=”Color”) Still Widely Used

Evidence from Rig Veda? (Ancient
Sacred Text)

RIG VEDA

Dasyus = Dark Skinned Peoples
Panis = Semites, Phoenicians
Source: Rig Veda
"The mighty Thunderer with his fair-complexioned friends won the land, the sunlight, and the waters." (Rig Veda
I.100.18)
"Indra in battles helps his Aryan worshipper, he who hath hundred helps at hand in every fray, in frays that win
the light of heaven. Plaguing the lawless he gave up to Manu's seed the dusky skin; Blazing, 'twere, he burns each
covetous man away, he burns the tyrannous away." (Rig Veda I.130.8)
"Thou, Hero, winner of the spoil, urgest to speed the car of man. Burn, like a vessel with the flame, the lawless
Dasyu, Conqueror!" (Rig Veda I.175.3)
"Stirrer to action of the poor and lowly, of priest, of suppliant who sings his praises; Who, fair-faced, favors him
who presses Soma with stones made ready, He, O men, is Indra." (Rig Veda II 12.6)
"He verily, the God, the glorious Indra, hath raised him up for man, best Wonder-Worker. He, self-reliant, mighty
and triumphant, brought low the dear head of the wicked Dasya." (Rig Veda II.20.6)

"Indra the Vrittra-slayer, Fort-destroyer, scattered the Dasya hosts who dwelt in darkness. For men hath he
created earth and waters, and ever helped the prayer of him who worships." (Rig Veda II.20.7)
"He gained possession of the Sun and Horses, Indra obtained the Cow who feedeth many. Treasure of gold he won;
he smote the Dasyus, and gave protection to the Aryan color." (Rig Veda III.34.9)
"For thou art he, O Indra, who stormeth all castles of the foe, Slayer of Dasyus, man's Supporter, Lord of
Heaven." (Rig Veda VIII.87.6)
"Blowing away with supernatural might from earth and from the heavens the swarthy skin which Indra hates." (Rig
Veda IX.73.5)

Caste Viewed as Codified In Ancient
Time, Especially In the Laws of Manu
The Manusmṛti (Sanskrit: मनुस्मृति), also spelled as Manusmriti, is the most important and most
studied ancient legal text among the many Dharmaśāstras of Hinduism. variously dated to be from
2nd century BCE to 3rd century CE, and it presents itself as a discourse given by Manu and Bhrigu
on dharma topics such as duties, rights, laws, conduct, virtues and others.
88. To Brahmanas he assigned teaching and studying (the Veda), sacrificing for their own benefit and for others,
giving a nd accepting(of alms).
89. The Kshatriya he commanded to protect the people, to bestow gifts, to offer sacrifices, to study (the Veda), and
to abstain from attaching himself to sensual pleasures;
90. The Vaisya to tend cattle, to bestow gifts, to offer sacrifices, to study (the Veda), to trade, to lend money, and to
cultivate land.
91. One occupation only the lord prescribed to the Sudra, to serve meekly even these (other) three castes.

Prohibits Intermarriage Across Caste Lines

Opposing Views

No Aryan Invasion

a. gradual infiltration; Indus Valley Civilization
Collapsed for Other Reasons (Modern Academic View)
b. Indo-European Languages Originated in India and Spread West:
Indus Valley Civilization Sanskrit Speaking (Hindutva View)

Academic Revisionism on Caste
1. Gradual Development Over Long Time Periods
2. Previously Much More Flexible, Less fixed
Especially in terms of Occupation
3. Sections on Caste in Laws of Manu Later
Insertions
4. Modern Caste System Strengthened During
British Period from a collaboration of British Civil
Servants and Brahmin Scholars
5. British Worked to Solidify Caste Boundaries as
Part of a “Divide and Rule” Strategy. Top Jobs Only
for High Castes Until 1920s

ArsTechnica

Genetic Evidence

Y-DNA Haplogroup R1a1a:
Ancient Indo-European Signature?

ArsTechnica, text
Careful examination of the variations between these haplotypes, compared with
haplotypes of other people throughout the world, revealed that India's ancient
populations probably came first from Africa. Later waves of settlement came
from people who shared genetic similarities with populations in South Central
Asia and East Asia. These groups remained genetically distinct, and the linguistic
history of India suggests they spoke languages with dramatically different origins.
Nevertheless, it appears there was a good deal of intermarriage, which shows up
in genomes of people who possess genetic sequences typical of two or more
haplotypes.
But then there is a sea change about 1,500 years ago. At that time,
the researchers note:
The reign of the ardent Gupta rulers, known as the age of Vedic Brahminism,
was marked by strictures laid down in Dharmasastra—the ancient
compendium of moral laws and principles for religious duty and righteous
conduct to be followed by a Hindu—and enforced through the powerful state
machinery of a developing political economy.
Especially among the upper castes, endogamy was the only legal option. People
had to marry within their castes. And suddenly, we no longer see signs of
intermixing between different groups. The researchers were able to measure
exactly when endogamy became the rule of the land by looking at subtle shifts in
haplotype sequences. With each generation, these sequences are cut into smaller
pieces via recombination between chromosomes.

ArsTechnica, text
continued
Using a common system for
extrapolating generations from
genetic recombination, the
researchers estimated "all
upper-caste populations,
except [one] from Northeast
India, started to practice
endogamy about 70
generations ago... This time
estimate belongs to the latter half
of the period when the Gupta
emperors ruled large tracts of
India (Gupta Empire, 319–550
CE)." This genetic shift was most
marked among the upper castes
who spoke Indo-European
languages. Other
groups appeared to have
stopped intermarrying much
later.

Different Castes, Different
Times Periods

